
,5.20 LARGE CAPACITY DISK CONTHOLLER lLCDC) THEORY 

The farge capacity disk controller (LCDC) will be described on two levels: (1) a functional des
cription, and (2) a page by page logic description. 

5.20.1 FUNCTiONAL D£SCRIPTION 

Tne large Capacity Disk subsystem has three basic e~ements: the LCDC, the large capacity disk 
drive -{ LCD), and the interfacing cables. The lCDC provides an interface between the system and 
up to four LCOs. At! control, status, and <Jata signals are transferred between the system and the 
LCD via this interface. 

the LCDC consists of two PCBAs, the ,Control Adaptor and the Data Adaptor. It ,is installed in the 
system card cage in pface of the Rigid Disk Controtler (ROC). It is assigned the same Universal 
Bus address as the ROC, OfFl0-0FF17. In this ,address range the LCOC will respond to the 
standard system bootstrap commands. The LCDC may aJso be assigned address OFF 18-0FFlf. 
In this range the LCOC wit! not respond tQ the bootstrap sequence. When two LCOCs are in-
.staHed, one is set to each address range. 

The LCD subsystem to system interface characteristics are consistant with the other X L device 
controUers, except the LCDC and drives appear to the system software as four individual con
troHers. The LCDC is timeshared between the system and the drives and is capable of supporting 
four concurrent tasks (if four drives are attached). Once a task is initiated, it is executed sequen-
tiaHy with the LCOC and 8us devoting whatever time and resources are necessary to support 
command, status, or data transfers. Due to the ~imitations imposed by shared lCOC hardware, 
true concurrency invofves a farge amount of device latency with short bursts of high speed data 
transfers. This mode of operation allows the lCDC to "Support a high level .of subsystem activity 
with Htt1e <>r no interference between tasks. 

The system s<>ftware initiates a task by constructin.g a command ~ist, or channel program, in 
memory .an'9 starting~its execution.· A channet program is in .contiguous memory locations and 
consists of LCDC and LCD commands and buffer rliscrip-tors. The software initiates a channel by 
providing the LCDC with the starting address and,the LCD device num"ber assigned to the task. ' .. 

The LCDC then accesses the channel program and executes the program. lCDC instructipns are 
provided to output LCD commands, to input and buffer status inlormation, to transfer data to 
and from OMA buffers in main memory, and to end the channel program when,the task is com
p4ete. As each lCOC instruction is processed, the LCDC monitors current task status. If the task 
status is not consistent with the lCDC instruction (for exampJe, finding an input transfer com
mand dur.ng a write sequence) the task is terminated and an ABNORMAL 'ENO·sta'tus is posted. 

As each command is'received, the LCDC interpr:ets and executes it. For example, a read operation 
positions the drive read/write heads to the specified cylinder {seek), scans the sector headers to 
focate the specified sector, reads the data into the specified Quffer, verifies the data, and posts 
finaf status. When the LCDC has initiated a device operation, it suspends processing that channel 
program and becomes available for another task. When the device operation is complete, channel 
program processiilg is resumed at the next opportunity. 
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Channel program execution continues in this manner until the task is complete. At this point, an 
LCDC instruction (End Channel Program) directs the LCD to post final device status and terminate 
the task. If the LCDC detects an error that cannot be handled by itself, the task jf terminated in 
such a manner as to leave a certain amount of residual status in the LCDC to allow software diag
nosis of the error and facilitate recovery. 

Certain fogic functions of the LCD interfaces are implemented by common hardware which must be 
shared. This sharing prohibits certain concurrent operations. This common hardware is required 
during read, write, and ECC processing. The LCDC cannot perform more than one of these opera
tions at a time. 

5.20.2 LCDC lOGIC DESCRIPTION .. 

The foUowing paragraphs describe the two PCBAs that make up the LCDC controller. 

5.20.2.1 LCDC Control Adaptor PCBA Logic Description 

Sheet 1 

LCDC Block Diagram 

This sheet contains a block dia.gram that depicts the inter-relationship between the Control Adaptor 
PCB A and the Data Adaptor peBA which comprise the LCDC. 

Sheet 2 

Control Adaptor Block Diagram 

This sheet contCJ.ins a block diagr~m of the Control AQaptor PCBA. 

Sheet 3 

System Un iversal Interface 

The System Universal Interface connects the Control Adaptor peBA with the XL Universal Bus 
(USUS). This interface includes power distribution lines as well as data, address and control Jines. 

v ,- , - " 

Disk "A" Cable Interface 

This interface connects the Control Adaptor PCBA with the "A" cable of the di~k drive's SMD 
interface. The "A" cable carries commands from the Control Adaptor PCBA to the drive and status 
information from the drive to the PCBA. No user data is carried on the" A" cable. 

Adaptor peBA f nterconnect 

This cabl,e allows the Control Adaptor and Data Adaptor PCBAs to share the data, address and con
trol signals necessary to allow the two PCBAs to function as one peripheral controller. 
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Sh.eet 4 

Z80 Microprocessor 

The ZOO supervises the transfer of data between the X L system memory and the disk drive. If 
ZMERQ is True, the Z80 believes it is accessing its own memory. All 16 address lines are used for 
this type of access. If ZIOREQ is True, the Z80 believes it is accessing an UO device on its own 
bus. The ei9ht LS address fines are used to access 1/0 dev~ces. To allow the use of both I/O and 
memory Z80 commands, the hardware and status registers can be accessed in either the I/O or 
memory address ranges. Because the Z80 is always in control of the LCOC's data and address buses, 

_ the bus request and bus acknowledge pins are not used. 

Control 8,uHer 

This buffer ampHfies the Z80's memory control signals for use on both PCBAs of the LCDC. 

Interval Timer 

The interval timer is a programmable Z80 Counter/Timer Circuit (CTC) used to manage inter
rtJpts intended for the Z80. The CTC has four input channeJs ranked by priority, TRO-3 (TRO 
highest priority). Each of these inputs are programmed to drive the INT output. When an interrupt 
is generated a vector unique to that channel is pJaced on the eTC's data lines. 

DMA Run (ORUN) connected to TRO, is the highest priority interrupt. This signal indicates the 
Z80 is (~ady to transfer ,to.{)r from the F1 FO and the USUS. TRO ~s negative edge triggered with a 
down count of one. 

The I ndex Detected (INOET) signal, which indicates the drive has detected the index mark on the 
disk, is connected to T'R 1. TR 1 is negative edge triggeroo and has a count of one. 

TR2, a4so ~flegative edge triggered with a count of one, interrupts the Z80 if the Run Timer one
shot is nPt restarted before its period has expired. 

. , 

TR3 is used as an intervai timer to interrupt the Z80 if certain operations exceed their worst-case 
time timh. WRB007, connected to TR3, is used for diagnostic purposes on~y. 

Data Muhiplexers 

The lCOC has an inte.-nal data bus used by the \Z80, zoe 0-7. This bus is divided into three seg
ments. ozoa interfaces with the Z80 and the Interval Timer. This segment connects. with the 
2Z08 seqment via bus transceivers '17D and 180. 2Z08 interfaces with the majority of the logic 
on both PCBAs of the LCOC and whh 4Z0B through bus transceivers 220 and 230. 4Z0B inter
faces the Z80 with the Program PROM and Control RAM. 8us transceivers 23F and 23H allow 
2Z0B to'interface with the 4Kx8 Data RA,M through the memory Data Bus, MOBO-7. 

The direction of data flow in bus transceivers 180 and 170 is controlted by NAND gate 13A. 
When 2ZRD is true the transceiver's inputs nNA-O) are disabled and the outputs (OUTA-D) are 
enabled. This aHows data from 2ZDB to be driven onto OZOB. During write operations (2ZRO := 

fafse) the inputs are enabled to allow data from OZOB to be driven onto 2Z0B. I f the Z80 is read
ing the Interval T1mer, the transceiver outputs remain disabled. 
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When the Z80 reads the Program PROM or Control RAM (PTRE and ZRO = true), data is allowed 
to pass from 4Z08 to 2208 through transceivers 20 and 230. Data flows from 2Z08 to 4ZD8 
during writes to the RAM (PTRE = true, ZRD = false). This data flow is controlled by the NAND 
gates in package 21 D. Data flow between MD8 and 2ZDB is handled by transceivers 23F and 23H 
in the same manner. 

Address Buffer 

Buffers H3D and 15C buffer the Z80's address lines (ZABO-15) and are always enabled. 

Sheet 5 

, Strobe Generator 

The Strobe Generator decodes the addresses output by the Z80 and generates signals to enable 
individual devices or blocks of devices. The address decoding is done in several ranges. 

The first range that is decoded is 0000-3 F F F, the Program P ROM. The two most significant bits 
must be zero. ZAB 14 and ZA815 are tested at pins 8 and 9 of AND gate 138. If they both are 
fatse, then pin 10 of 138 will be high and decoder 148 will be enabled. The LCDC is equipped 
with either 1 Kx4 or 2Kx4 PROMs, for either 8K or 16K of program memory as required. Multi
plexer 14C, controlled by jumper W5, af;ows the address range of either memory size to be 
selected. 

Without the jumper, input 8 of 14C is selected. AB13 is then applied to one of the enabling pins 
on 148, limiting the range of the decoder to 0000-1 FFF. AB lines 10, 11, and 12 are used for the 
select inputs of the decoder. Pin 11 of 138 is driven high to keep A 10/eS true, permanently 
enabfing the PROMs. Because one less address line is used to address the 1 K PROMs than the 2K 
PROMs, the address range is halved. 

-
When jumper W5 is installed to select t~e 2K"PROMs, t~e P!., inputs of the multiplexer are selected, 
routing AS lines 11, 12, and 13 to decoder 14B andpermanentfy 'enabling it. A8 line 10 is tied 
to pin 12 of 138, high or low as required. A 1 O/CS becomes the MS bi"! of the address at the PROM. 

. ~ ~ , 

The next range of address, 4000-4FF.F1 accesses the 4K of ControrRAM. Addresses in this'range 
cause pin 10 of 138 to be low (false) and pin'12 of 13A to be low (true) (ZAB 15 = 0, ZAB 14 = 
1). The tow/true signal from 13A enables decoder 14A at pin 1. In this range ZA813 and ZAB 12 
will be zero, and a low/true signal will be generated at pin 4 of the decoder., Tnis signal enables 
the other decoder in package 14A (pin 15). This'decoder is used t'o decode ZABll and ZAB 10. 
to generate the select signals for lK segments of the Control HAM. 

. . 

Addresses 5000-5FFF are decoded at pin 5 of 14A. This range of addresses repres~nts the4K Data 
RAM. Addresses for this RAM are further developed in the RAM Address Generator on Sheet 11. 

Addresses from 6000 to 6FFF are decoded at pin 6 of 14A. This range is limited by the discrete 
component decoder made up- of AND gates 13C, 13B, and 12C. This decoder has two segments, 
one for decoding in the Z80's memory address range and one for decoding in the Z80's I/O address 
range. The memory decoder limits the range to 6000 to 603F, and the I/O decoder limits the range 
to 00 to 3F. 80th of these ranges include the control and status registers. When the Z80 is making 
a memo(y access, pin 8 of 12C becomes low/true (ZMREQ = true). When-the Z80 is accessing its 
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I/O registers, pin "6 of 12C becomes low/true (ZIOREQ = true). When either term is true, decoder 
11 A is enabied. This allows both I/O and memory related Z80 commands to access the status and 
control registers. Since the Z80 only uses the eight LS bits of its address bus (ZABOO-07) to access 
I/O devices, the only terms to determine the address range 00 to 3F are ZAB07 and ZAB06 at pins 
2 and 3 of 138. 

DecOder 11 A uses Hnes ZAB03-05 to further decode the address. The decoder divides the addresses 
into groups of eight. Pin 15 enables the devices which decode addresses 00 to 07, and pin 14 enables 
the devices which decode addresses 08 to -OF, etc. 

-Decoders 80/9D and 100/110 are enabled by accesses from 00 to 07 and 08 to OF respectively. 
One of each pair-decodes write terms (ZWR = true), and the other decodes read terms (ZRO = true). 
Af I four decoders decode address lines ZABOO-02, comp~etin9 the decoding process and developing 
tfie ind1vtdual strobes. 

Sheet 6 

P<>wer Sequence Control 

The Power Sequence Control logic allows the LCOC to power up and power down the disk drives 
remotety. To turn on a drive, the Z80 sets flip-ffop 11K by wrjting to address 6005 with a one in 
bit seven of the associated data word. Setting 11 K causes pin 11 of NAND gate 11 L to become 
high. tn turn, transistors 05 and 06 will putl Power Sequence Pick (PSP) and Power Sequence Hold 
(PSH) low. These two signals are applied to the d4"ive. 80th signals are required tp power on a drive. 
To prevent the heavy current draw that would occur if four drives all powered up at once, PSP is 
daisy chained between drives and not passed to the next drive until the current drive has achieved 
ready status. 

The drive powers off when PSH becomes high {false). The Z80 shuts down a drive by writing a zero 
in bit seven to address 6005. This resets the flip-flop and causes pin 11 of gate 11 L to go low and 
both signa4s (PSP and PSH) to go high. 

The Z80 may read the status ?f the flip-flop by reading a<:Jdf"ess 6005, data bit seven. 

Disk Receivers -. , 

These f"eceivers are 8 Hne _receivers contained in four packages 13K,- 14H, 14K; and 14L. felCh re
ceiver monitors one bus fine comprised of a pair of twisted wires. This dual wire arrangement allows 
the bus to ,be instaUed in a noisy environment. This is because the iine receivers compare the differ
ence in potential {differential) between the wir.es instead of measuring the potential independently. 
Because the two wi1es are dose together, any noise wHI affect both equally-and the difference be
tween the vol tages <>n the two of them wi t t remafn the same. 

TheHne receivers receive status information from the selected drive. When the A input is high and 
the B input is low the output (Y) of the device will go high and vice versa. Both receivers in package 
13K have high/true attached to the B inputs and 4ow/tr,ue attached to the A inputs making the 
output 1ow/true instead of high/true. It is imponant to note that aU inputs to the receivers are not 
at TTL fevefs. In fact, all voltages on each pair{)f lines witt be zero or negative with respect to 
ground. To obtain a high signal the line driver must puff the B input low until a differential of 
-25mV with respect to the other input (ground) is achieved. To achieve a low signal the line pulls 
the A input low. The tine driver will only pull one line low at a time. At! eight receivers are enabled 
whenever any drive is selected (DRSLD = true). 
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Status Buffer 

This buffer is used for the drive status data presented by the Disk Receivers onto the 280 data bus. 
The buffer flip-flops and their outputs are enabled by a l80 read of address 6002. 

Control R egi ster 

This register stores commands for the selected disk drive. These commands are stored in two eight
bit latches, 15F and 21 K, then transmitted to the drive on the A cable bus. The bus has ten lines 
and can carry three different kinds of data: the 1 O-bit binary cyfioder address, 5-bit binary head 
select, and one of ten control commands (one per Ii ne). The nature of the data on the bus is speci
fied by three tags: Set Cylinder (SCYL), Set Head (SHD), or Set Control (SeT). 

To aI/ow command or selection data to stabifize on the bus before the tag is turned on, counter 190 -
does not enable tag decoder 18F for at least one lCLK after latch 15F has been loaded. The de
coder remains enabled for four lCLKs before the counter is disabled. 

The 280 is prohibited from sending commands to the drive that control data transfers to and from 
the disk. This is done by disabling the drivers of bus lines 0, 1, and 5 (write gate, read gate, and 
address mark enable) when the l80 is generating the Set Control tag and the Data PCBA is not con
troHing the operation (SECCMD = falseL This condition is detected at AND gate 11 H, pins 9-11. 

Data Multiplexer 

The Data Multiplexer allows the data control logic on the Data PCBA ,to set Read Enable (RDEN), 
Write Enable (WREN), and Address Mark Enable (AMEN) commands to the drive. When the signal 
Set Sector Command (SECCMD) is true, the B inputs of multiplexer 20K are selected allowing the 
signafs to drive the appropriate bus lines. The Set Control tag is driven true at the same time. 

Disk Transmitters 

The Disk Transmitters are 16 line drivers contained in eight packages. Each driver is designed to 
drive a twisted p~ir of wires that compilse each bus line. The wire pairs function .is described under 
the section on the Disk ijeceivers. . '. ' 

When all three inputs to a driver channel are high, the line driver will pull the 2 output, low until a" -" 
differential of at least -25mV with resp'ect to the Y output is achieved. If any of the three inputs is 
low the fine driver will pull the Y output low. All bus fines are ~erminated with 56 ohm resistors. ' 

Fourteen of the.bus lines are set for high/true inputs. If their inputs are true the 2 output will be 
puUed low. The Set Cyfinder and Set Head tag Hnes are low/true. The drivers for these lines are in 
package' 18H. A negative ~iow),true input'to these drivers causes the Y output to be pulled low. 

The Device Select lines (DEVSO and DEVS1) are not paired. The Z outputs-of their drivers ·(.15H 
and 17K) are pulled tow with a high/true input. Because these line'S are not paired, their immunity 
to noise is reduced. 

Sheet 7 

Slave Control 

The Slave Contr.ot logic manages the LCDCJs ~response to accesses from the X L system UBUS: 
Addresses in the LCDC's range are detected by the decoder formed by gates 5F, 3K, and 2L. Since 
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an XL system can accommodate two LCDCs, the address range is selectable. This selection is 
accomplished by ex.cJusive OR gate 1 L. If Controller Address Select (CAS) is true, the controller's 
address range is Ffl0-FF17. If CAS is false, the range is FF18 to FFl F. Oniy a contrDller in the 
range FF 10-FF 17 wiH respond to bootstrap load commands. 

When an address in the LCDC's range is detected, pin 9 of 2L wit! go low and flip-flop 2F will set 
causing pin 7 to become high. This removes the preset from pin 4 of flip-flop 1 F. This ftip-flop is 
part ,of the Memory Grant Logic which regulates the Z80's and USUS' access of the 16x8 Interface 
Register RAM. H the Z80 is not already accessing the RAM (GTZ = false) f1ip-flop 1 F is allowed to 
set, pulling,pin '5 iow and generating the Grant USUS (GTU) s1,gnaL When pin 5 goes low flip-nop 
2f in the ~ave Control logic will set its pin 9 high on the next BCLK. If the UBUS drivers of the 
lCOC are enabled {OUTE = true), a MACK will be generated at pin 3 of gate 11 L. 

The GTU signal enabtes decoder 1 D. Tflis decoder decodes write strobes stich as the one generated 
at pin 15. This strobe docks Out Enable flip-flop llF. Soot Strap 'flip-flop 11F is clocked by a 
strobe generated by decoder 1 D. 

Wh.en the USUS is 'feading the LCDC, Slave Read is generated at pin 12 of gate 10H. 

Memory Grant 

This logic controls the access of the Interface Register (16x8) by the ZOO and the USUS. For the 
Z80 to access the register (ZUBRF = true), flip-flop 1F sets and generates GTZ, unless the UBUS 
has already initiated an ac.cess. For the USUS to access the register, fHp-flop 1 F sets and generates 
GTU, untess the Z80 has been granted priority. It is unfikely for both flip-flops to set simul
taneously because the 16MHz eLK 16 and 5MHz 8CLK are not synchronized. 

AD X3 Conuol 

flip-fJop 8t stores the nineteenth address bit used during accesses of extended memory. The Z80 
toads the flip-flop by writing to address 6000 and r~ads the ftip-flop's status at address 6005. The 
addres~ bi't is availabfe to the USUS when MASTER is true. 

UB,US Status 

The Out Enable Hip-flop controls the LCDC's UB US drivers:' I t is controlled by X~, SQftware writif1g 
to address FF10. A one in the LS,bit of the data-word sets the flip-ffop and zero resets it. The flip
flop can afso be set by the Z80 (FOUTE = true), howev~r this is a development system feature. 

A system write to Ff 12 with a one in the LS bit of the data word sets the Boot Strap flip-flop 
indicating that a boot strap load is required~ " 

Address Transceivers 

These four data transceivers interface the lCDC with the address portion of the USUS. Receive is 
permanently enabled, transmit is enabled when the lCDC is bus master. 

Sheet 8 

Master Control 

This ~ogic consists of three Nip-flops that request and receive UBUS mast~r grants. The LCDC wiH 
request bus mastership any time it has data to transfer to system memory. This is done-by the DMA 
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Request (DREG) signal. If the LCDC is en:abled (OUTE :::: true), and not already'master, DREG 
causes pin 9 of flip-flop 9K to go high resulting in Bus Request (B RG2) to be generated at pin 6 
of gate 11 L. 

When Grant In (GIN) is received, Master flip-flop 9K sets pin 6 low and pin 7 high. If Bus Hold 
(SHLD) or MCYC is true, GIN will be blocked at gate 10K. When Master flip-flop sets, fine driver 
9H is enabled. This aHows the inverted MACK signal from the USUS to be driven back onto the 
UBUS as Memory Cycle (MCYC) with Memory Write and the Address Extension bits. 

The high signal at pin 7 of the Master flip-Hop also causes flip-flop 11K to set pin 6 Iowan the 
BClK after Master goes true. This blocks another DREG from setting 9K before the end of the cur
rent memory cycle. Flip-flop 9K toggles off on the same BClK. With 9K reset and MACK false. the 
inputs (pins 2 and 3) of the Master flip-flop wiff be in the no-change state. 

When the bus slave activates MACK, MCYC will become false. The no-change is removed from the 
inputs of Master and it will reset on the next BClK. With Master off, flip-flop 11 K will reset and 
the Master Control logic wifl be re-enabled. 

UBUS Control 

The UB US Control logic consists of several line drivers/receivers used to buffer control signals to 
and from the UBUS. The drivers in package 9H are enabled when the LCDC is bus master and the 
drivers in package 9l are permanently enabled. 

UBUS Status 

This logic allows the Z80 to sample the condition of several UBUS control latches. This is done by 
a Z80 read of address 600D, enabling line drivers 9H. One of the status bits is provided by counter 
40. This counter counts bus clocks when the lCDC is bus master. If the counter reaches six, it de
clares a UBUS Time-Out (UBTO). The two NAND gates in 9E form a latch that stores the true 
UBTO signal until Error Reset is pulsed true. 

Data Transceiver 

These four transceivers interface the lCDC to the data.segment of the USUS'- Their transmit func
tion is efl9bled wh~n the LCOC is bus slave and a read is performed (SLR D :::: true). High speed 
transfers of data from the disk are handled by a se"t of'data transceivers on the Disk Da-ta Adapter -
peBA. When the LCOC is bus sl~ve {receive -function} the 16 lines of the transceivers are'-divided 
into halves, an upper and tower byte. This allows a 16 bit data word to be multiplexed into an 
eight bit reg,ister~ 

Sheet 9 

UB US Address Generator 

The USUS Address Generator logic consists of five programmable four-bit counters cascaded to 
allow the address to be easily incremented. The address generator is primarily for high speed trans
fer of data from memory to disk and disk to memory. The process is started by a three part process 
of loading the address into the counters. The LS byte of the address is loaded by a Z80 write to 
address 600B. The MS byte is loaded by a Z80 write to 600C. Two address extension bits and two 
control terms are loaded into address 6000. ZC LK clocks the count~rs while they are being .loaded. 
To prevent ZCLK from incrementing the counters at other times, the Clock is ANDed\,vith' the 
wri te strobe. 
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After the add-ress is ioaded, it can be incremented by MASTER, SKCLK, or WR6008-, which are 
ORed at yate 10H. 

The ~MAST;E-R signal fS used to increment the address when the LCOC is trans,ferring data to or from 
the 'OiSK. The Skip Clock (SKCLK) signal increments the address when data from the FIFO is being 
skipped. WRr6008 is used only for diagnostic purposes. 

USUS Word Counter 

The USUS WonJ Counter is similar to the UBUS Address Generator, and incremented by the same 
signais. fts purpose is to count the words that have been tt"ansferred. I n preparation for a DMA, the 
Z80 .0005 t-he {;ounters with the two's compiement of the number of words to be transferred. An 
-X'8~- is 40aded int-o 'the MS nibb1e ('Counter 7C) to ensure the MS bit of the counter is one for the 
duration of the.count. The MS bit is DMA Run (DRUN) which enables the OMA cont.rollogic on 
the Data Adaptor 'PCBA. The counter overflows after the COfrect number of words has been trans
ferred and DfH.JN goes false. 

U8US Status 

When a USUS or data eff"Or is detected this flip-flop is set and dears the USUS Word Counter end
ing any DMA in progress. The flip-flop is deared by a Z80 write to address 6000 with a one in the 
MS bit of the w.ord, .or by a Reset (RS). 

Sheet 10 

Interface 'Register 

This register 4S a 16x8 RAM used as a mailbox for communications between the XL and LCDC. Be
cause the data buses of the XL and the LCDe's zao are of diff.erent widths, some faif'fy extensive 
t<>gic is necessary to ma1<e the RAM accessible by both processors. Because of this difference, the 
XL accesses the flAM as eight 16-bit registers, and the ZOO accesses It as 16 eight-bit registers. 
Access to "the register is governed by the Memory Grant LQgic {sheet 7). 

When the XL fS'9ranted access to the register,- both input and output must be multipfexed. This 
muHipfex!ng is don~ by the,iogic assoCiated \Nith ffip:-flop -SE. Prior to system acCess to the RAM, 
the low/false GTU s1gnal dears flip-flop 5E. This sets the ftip-flop (pin 6 = high) for the MS byte of 
the 16-bit XL data word (ENt:JDH '= low). -51: ;s docked by ACLK, which is 180 <:tegrees out of 
phase with 6ClK. Since BCLK synchronizes system memory cycles, the Nip-flop sets haH way 
through a memory cyde. When pin 5 goes high the LS byte of the system_ data word is accommo
dated. Th4s also activates the LS RAM address bit throu.gh selector. 70. The remainder o-f the 
address is suppt~.ed by the three lS bits of the USUS address, UAS 13-15. . 

The logic for addressing the register is the same for either a system read or write, however, the data 
paths aredHferef1t. When the Stave Control logic (sheet 7) detects a write to address FF11 or FF12 
(the mai~box and attention registers in the RAM) signal :ffl1W or FF12W become true, causing 
(when GTU is afso true) the RAM write strobe to be generated by the logic in package 4F. The 
1 ACLK dock that generates the write strobe is inverted with respect to 2ACLK, which clocks 
flip-flop 5E. This aflows the upper byte of data to be strobed into the RAM before the flip-flop 
sets. The strobe is not generated again until the fower byte has had time to stabilize at the RAM 
inputs (50 nsecs.) ~ 
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E NUDH and ENUD L, generated during UBUS writes enable the receive functions for the UBUS 
data transceivers for the MS byte and the LS byte respectivety, 

When the system is reading the RAM, SLRD will be true, enabling octal latch 8K and octal buffer 
5K. When 5E sets and increments the address, the enable term is removed from 8K and freezes the 
MS byte at its outputs. The LS byte then appears at the outputs of buffer 5K. The LCDC then 
generates MACK, indicating the data is valid, 

When the system reads the operations status register, F F 13, the data in bit positions 00 and 01 (the 
two MS bits of the MS byte) does not come from the RAM, but from the two flip-flops in package 
BE. Pin eight of 6E is the mailbox busy flag and pin six is the interrupt system flag. An address of 
FF13 is decoded by NAND gate 7F. A low/true at pin six turns off the buffer from the RAM and 
turns on the buffer from 6E. The flip-flops are set or deared by an lCOC Z80 write to 600B. Z80 
Data Bus iine seven controls the mailbox busy flag; line six controls the interrupt system flag. 

The LCDC Z80 accesses the RAM in 16 eight-bit words in the address range B030 to 603F. The Z80 ).' 
may access the RAM when GTZ is true. GTZ causes multiplexer 70 to select the four lS bits of 
ZAB. For a write operation, GTZ enables octal buffer 8H to allow the Z80 to interface with the 
RAM. The write strobe is generated by ANDing GTZ and ZWR and is produced by the Z80 as part 
of its write cycfe. Read operations are accompanied by signal ZRD, which is used to enable to 
RAM output buffers in package 5H. The mailbox busy and interrupt system flags are read at address 
6036. 

Sheet 11 

RAM Address Generator 

The LCDC contains a high speed 4Kx8 static RAM used for intermediate data storage. This RAM 
can be accessed directly by the Z80. It can also be accessed by the data transfer logic on the Data 
Adapter PCBA. For this type of access an address must be generated. This address generating logic 
is very simil.ar to the USUS Address Generator on sheet 9. It consists of three programmable binary 
counters. I n preparation for the transfer of a block of data from disk,to RAM, the Z80 loads the 
starting address for"the RAM' into the generator. The eight LS bits are loaded into counters 22E and 
23E 'at address 6009. The two MS- bits and the page nU'mber are stored into counter17E at 'address 
600A. A combination of ZCLK and the vyrite signal strobe the data into-the counters. 

~'" • , .< 

After the generator is initialized, the transfer logic requests access to the RAM from the Memory 
Grant logic. When the grant is received (GTMF = true) data is transferred from the Fl FO buffer 
to the RAM. After each word i.s transferred, the address generator is incremented (RAMCK}. Data 
transfer is halted if the addre~s get:'erator overflows, or RAMD goes false. 

Memory Grant 

This logic controis access of the 4Kx8 RAM by the Z80 and the transfer logic. The Z80 requests 
access by activating the RAMZ signal. If the transfer logic is not already accessing the RAM, flip
flop 3E sets with pin eight high and nine low (GTMZ = true). RAMZ must remain troe until the, Z80 
is completed with the transfer. 

The transfer logic requests access to the RAM by activating signal RAMO. If the Z80 is not already 
accessing the RAM, flip-flop 3E sets with ~in ,sixhigh and pin fiveJow" (GTMF -~ true). If an address 
overffowoccurs, a new access'by' the transfef'fogic is' blocked by the low/true si"gnal fr-om gate 3D, -': 

- ~' pin 1 2. ,--- '" -- "-' '--' " , 
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Address Overflow Control 

The Address Overf40w Control monitors the RAM Address·Generator for an overflow condition. 
This is indicated by the .carry enable signal generated by counter 17E. This low/true signal is applied 
to pin 13 of 17F causing pin 9 to go high. The overflow control may be disabled by a l80 write 
to address £005 with a zero on data Hoe four (Z084). The status of the flip-f~ops can be read at 
address '6005. 

Address Muttiplexer 

T-his multiplexer selects between the Z80 Address Bus and the RAM Address Generator. The Z80 
Address Sus is seteoted when the ZOO has been granted 'access to the RAM tGTMZ = true). 

This logic muhipt.exes the write strobe and incorporates a two to four line decode-r (lSF) that de
codes the RAM page number at 1 K boundaries from the two MS bits of the RAM address. The 
multiplexer is enab1ed when either the ZOO or transfer logic has been granted access to the RAM. 

Sheet 12 

Diagnostic Switches 

These switches allow a technician to select optional firmware routines for the LCDC diagnostic -
seiftest. The switches are ~ocated in switch pack 2A on the Control Adaptor PCSA. The LCDC 
reads the condition of the switches araddress 6001. An open switch causes a high line level; a 
dosed one a low Hne level. The processor complements the data received from readjng the pack. 
The -read s;gnal enables the outputs and freezes the flip-Hops of octal latch 3A. 

Address and Capacity Switches 

The switChes located in dip pack 1 A are used to select the address range of th~ controller and to 
timft the storage capacity of the disk drive. Switch 1 speCifies the LCDC's lJ-SUS address range. 
Switches 2 and 3 set the capacity. Se~ Table ,5.20-1 for the switch settings . 

. ' 

Ta~le. 5.20-: 1. lCD.C Control Adapter·PCBA Switch Settings 

~ 

- Switch Pack 1 A 
Switch Nn -. 

1 2 3 4 ~t.:llt"'~ r- .1 

Ofi= Select LCDC No.1 Address OFf lO-OfF 17 

ON Seiect LCDCNo. 2 Address OFf18-0FffF 

ON ON 25% of LCD Avaifable for Use (11 MB) 
ON OFf 50% of LCD Avaifable for Use (26 MB) 
OfF ON 75% of LCD Available for Use (41 MB) 
Off Off 100% of LCD Available for Use (56 MB) 

'~ ~ ~ .. -
NOT S4 Normal Position is OFF 
USEO'- . ,. .-

. , -
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When switch four is on, the LCOC sets the limits to the full capacity of the highest LCD installed. 
If switch four is off, the position of switches two through four can be read in the Operations Status 
Register and may be used by the system software to limit the capacity of the disk system. The 
Address and Capacity Register may be read at address 6004. The latch is also used to display the 
contents of the Header Lock Status Register. 

Diagnostic LEOs 

These LEOs display error codes. The error codes are fatched in two four-bit programmable 
counters. The count function is permanently disabled. The counters are' both loaded and 
read at address 6000. 

Header Lock Status 

This register is used to store header lock data. The data is stored by writing to address 6004. The 
register is read through the Address and Capacity Switch Register also at address 6004. 

Crystal Clock 

The clock is a 16 MHz crystal oscillator (28). This 16 MHz signal is used to generate two clocks 
used by the LCOC. The gates in package 38 amplify the signal for use in several places on the 
LCOC. The 16 MHz signal is divided by counter 40 to supply the 4 MHz clock needed by the zao. 

System LEOs 

These LEOs,displays condition information. The data is not latched. The LEOs indicate if the 
LCOC is bus master, interrupting the sy~tem, selecting a drive, or busy. 

Run Timer 

The R un Timer (4C) is a one-shot started by the Z80 after'self test. It isthen' contin'ually 'restarted 
to indicate that the firmware is running as designed. If the zao does not restart the ,one-shot within 
its 450 msecs period, the'RUN signal will go false and the busy LED will go out. 

Master Protect and Reset 

This logic generates the reset signals used to initialize the LCOC. If MPRT becomes low/true, 04 
generates 3MPRT to reset the logic associated with the U8US and start one-shot 4C. The one-shot 
generates a 2.5 usecs pulse amplified by 03 and 04. The one-shot is required to provide the mini
mum pulse width (750 nsecs) needed to reset the Z80. System software can also initiate a reset by 
writing to address F F 1 O. 
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"Sheets 13 and 14 

Program PROM 

This firmware -contains the program that controls the lCDC Z80. This eight bit wide memory has 
eight pages, which may be 1 K or 2K depending on the PROMs used. The address range for the 8K ' 
memory (lK PROMs) is 0000 to 1 F Ff. For 16K memory (2K PROMs) the address range is '0000 to 
3FFF. Addressing of the Program PROMs is on SheetS. 

Sheet 15 

Control 'RAM 

This 'RAM is 'Used by the zao as a scratch pad. The RAM is eight bits wide with an address range of 
4000 to 4FF'F. The 4K of memory is divided into 1 K pages. Up to 2K of this area may use PROMS 
to aHow 10K of Program PROM using lK PROMS. A jumper is used if the entire area is used as 
RAM, and removed to aHow the use of PROMs. The logic in package 23B either generates a write 
strobe for RAMs or an enabling signal for the PROMs. 

Sheet 16 

Data RAM 

The Data RAM is a 4Kx8 memory divided ioto lK pages. It can be accessed by either the disk drive 
or the Z80 and is used primari~y as tempora(y sto(age for data being transferred to or from the disk 
drive. These -RAMs are static and thus need flO (~fresh. 

This sheet contains a block diagram of the Data Adapt<>r PCBA. 

Sheet 2 

System Universal Interface 

The System Universal Interface connects the Data Adaptor peBA with the XL Universal Bus 
(USUS). This interface includes data lines, but not add(ess tines. The addresses for the data gener
ated on -this PCBA are provided by the Control Adaptor PC8A. This interface also supplies power 
tQ the Data Adaptor PCSA. 
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Disk "B" Cable 

This interface connects the "8" cable of the disk drive's SMD interface with the Data Adaptor 
PCBA. Each of the two "B" cable interfaces (the other is on sheet 3) can serve two drives. The 
"8" cable carries data, data clocks, and limited status information to and from the drives. 

Sheet 3 

Disk "8" Cable 

This interface is the same as the disk "B" cable on sheet 2. The two liB" cable interfaces af/ow the 
LCOC to control up to four drives. 

Adapter Interconnect 

This interface connects the Control Adapter PCBA and the Data Adapter PCBA to allow the two 
to function as a single peripheral controller. 

Sheet 4 

Strobe Decode 

This logic decodes the addresses generated by the Control Adaptor PCBA into individual strobes 
for the registers or devices on the Data Adaptor PCBA. It is essentially an extension of the decode 
logic on the Control Adaptor PCBA, sheet 5 and is enabled by Register Decode (REGDC). REGDC 
is true for addresses in the range 6018 to 602F. The two-to-four-line decoder 17H breaks that range 
into three smaller ranges: 6018-601 F, 6020-6027, and 6028-602F. When an address in the first 
range is detected, 17H, pin 9, will go low and if ZWR is true Command Load (CMOLD) is generated. 
An address in the second range will cause pin 12 to go low enabling decQders 12E and 11 E. Decoder 
12E is enableq if ZRD is true to decode re,ad strobes. 11 E is enabled if ZWR is true to decode write 
strobes. An address in the, last range causes pin J 1 to go low and enabJe decoders 9E (read) and 10E 
(write). 

Sheet 5 

Data Latch and Buffer 

The Data Latch and Buffer acts as a switch board for data transfered between the LCDC and the 
disk drive. 

Octal buffers 4H and 7H multiplex the 16-bit data words from the FIFO onto the eight-bit Data 
RAM bus under control of flip-flop 12H. When Grant Memory FIFO (GTMF) goes true the LS 
byte of the data word is driven onto the Data RAM bus. When the LS byte is clocked into the 
RAM, flip-flop 12H sets and the MS byte of the word is driven onto the RAM bus. GTMF then goes 
low to clear 12H to restart the cycle. 
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To transfer data from the disk to the RAM the 16-bit data word is clocked into octal latches 2H 
and 3H. When Drive to RAM OP (DTROP) goes true, GTMF causes the outputs of fatch 2H to drive 
the lS byte onto the RAM bus. When the data has been clocked into the RAM, the flip-flop sets· 
and the MS byte is driven onto the bus. 

Data from the RAM is sent to the FtFO through buffers 4l and 4K. A single byte from the Data 
RAM is driven onto both the upper and lower halves of the bus feeding the FIFO input register. 
One byte is latched into the register, the RAM is incremented, and the second byte is latched into 
the other-haH of the F~FO input register. 

Data Transceiver 

. These bus transceivers transf.er data directf y between the FI FO arid system memory under the 
control of the DMA -coot{"ofie{" (Sheet 7). USUS addresses are generated by the Address Generator 
(Control Adaptor peBA, Sheet 9). 

Sheet 6 

First-In-First-Out Memory (f IFO) 

The FIFO buffers data transfers between the disk and the USUS or Data RAM, and transfers 
between the Data RAM and USUS. This buffer is composed of four 4x64 word chips: 1 K, ll, 8K, 
and 8l. These components. are arranged in paratlei to create a16- bit by 64 word serial memory. 

To toad data into the FIFO a data mux (3K, 3l, 7K, and 7l) seiects between the USUS and Data 
RAM (UD8) or the drive (ROB) and latches one 16-bit word of data at a time. When the F~FO is 
fuH, IR will go low and when a word ~s transferred out of the FIFO IR wi1l go high to indicate 
the buffer is ready to accept more data. 

When a W9rd has gone through the FIFO and is at the internai. output buffer, Output Ready (pin -
14) becomes high/true. The OR terms .generated ,by the individual portions of the F JFO are ANDed 
.at gate 9l t9 generate the·FfFO-output ·Ready (FOR) signal. The qata is then clocked .into the 
Output latch (lH and 8H) and the F1fOOutput latch Ffag (FOll:) is.generated to indicate va tid 
data present in the fatch.-When the data- has been transferred the appropriate FIFO Output latch 
Flag Clock (OFOlfC, RFOlFC, or UFOLFC) is generated to reset flip-flop 11l and aHow the 
cycle to b~gin again. 

Sheet 7 

USUS OMA Control 

This logic sequences data transfers between the F4FO and the USUS by producing the FIFO Input 
and Output Flags Cfocks (UF I LFC and UFOlFC) and a DMA request signal. The logic also pro
duces Skip Clock to aHow fIfO data to be ignored if necessary. 

To initiate transfer of data from the USUS to the FifO, terms WRCYl, FtlF, CSEN, and ORUN 
are ANDed at gate 23H causing the NOR gate at 18K produce signal DREQ. The lCOC then. 
requests bus UBUS mastersni-p. When bus mastership is granted and the data is valid, the signals. 
MASTER and MACK will be true. This condition causes UF IlFC·to be generated by AND gate 
22H and NAND gate 23K. UFllFC causes the data from the USUS to be latched into the FIFO'-s 
input register to be~in the FIFO input sequence. . 
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To transfer data from the FIFO to system CSEN," DRUN, FOLF, and WRCYL are ANDed at gate 
23H to generate 0 REO. When the LCDC is granted bus mastership the word in the FIFO Output 
Latch is written into system memory. UFOLFC is also generated at pin 11 of 23K to reset and store 
the word in the FIFO output in the Output Latch. 

The USUS DMA logic can also skip or ignore the data in the FIFO. To skip the data the standard 
FIFO to USUS transfer is initiated with Skip Control (SKPC) high. This prevents DREG from being 
generated and activates the f~ip-flops in 19l. These divide the ACLK by four to produce Skip Clock 
~SKCLK} which takes the p~ace of MASTE R in the generation of UFOlFC and incrementing the 
UBUS Address Generator (Controt Adaptor PCS"A/sheet 9). 

Drive DMA Control 

The Drive OMA Control logic controls transfer of data to the drive from the FIFO and from the 
drive to either the FIFO or directly to the lCDC Data RAM. All drive data transfers are synch
ronized by Shift Register Clock (SRC) and Word Time (WDTM). SRC synchronizes each data bit 
from the drive. WDTM is true every 16 bits (one word). The counter that generates WOTM is reset 
when an index mark is detected. 

For transfers from the FIFO to the disk the Mode Path Register (sheet 9) is loaded with the approp
riate information. The path is drive to FifO (PDF) and the object is write data onto disk (OWEN). 
A Start Sector Data (STSD, write) is loaded into the Disk Data Control Sequencer (sheet 10). Data 
will be available in the FIFO output latch (FOLP = true). A target is also loaded into the Target 
Register. ' 

When the Disk Data Sequencer is incremented by the detection of the target (TLE, sheet 10 = true), 
DMAEN will be activated causing the Drive/FI FO Output Latch Flag Clock to be generated at 
pin a of NAND gate 11 K synchronous with WDTM and SRC. This causes the word in the FIFO 
Output latcn to be loaded into the Transmit Shift Register (sheet 12) and reset FOlF to load a 
new word into the Fl FO Output latch. This operation is synchronized with WRCK; therefore, the 
new word is loaded into the Transmit Shift Register as the last bit of the previous word is shifted 
out. 

While data is moved out of the FIFO, the zao ioads a new target.into the Target Register and a 
Stop Last Data (SPlD, write) command into the Disk'Data Con'trol Sequencer. When the target 
is reached, the Sequencer will terminate the write (DMAEN = false). If the Sequencer attempts to 
transfer data from the FIFO and the FIFO Output latch is empty (FOlF = false), the Drive/FIFO 
Output latch Error Clock (0 FO LEe) is generated at pin 6 of gate 12K to set the FIFO Output 

, latch Error Flag. 

Word Clock (WDCK) is generated at pin 8 of gate 6C, synchronized by 4SRC to give WDTM greater 
resolution. , 

A drive to RAM transfer is implemented by both the Drive and RAM DMA Control logic. The 
transfer is initiated by the Z80 setting the RAM Write Enable (RWEN) and Path Drive/RAM (PDR) 
bits in the Mode/Path Register, then loading a STSD read command into the Disk Data Control 
Sequencer. When the sync mark is detected, DMAE N becomes true, presetting flip-flop 12H via 
gate 12K pin 11. This allows DR IlFC to he generated when WDTM and 4SRC are true. This occurs 
after one l~-bit word ha~ been cI?cke,d into t~e Receive Shift Register. 
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OR I LFC, generated at pin 12 of gate 11 K, clocks the data word in the Receive Shift Register into 
the Data Latch (sheet 5) and sets RILF. RILF is one of the qualifying terms for the RAM DATA 
control ~ogic. 

Data transferred from the drive to the USUS passes through the FIFO. The enabling terms are PDF 
and ~ false OWEN. When these terms are met DMAEN goes true presetting 12H. ORf LFC is then 
generated at pin 6 of gate 1 'K, after a word 'Of data has been shifted into the Receive Shift Register. 

80th ORJLfC and OFILFC are generated, synchronous with WOTM, as long as OMAEN remains 
true. When 'DMA€N ,goes false, flip-fJop 12H is asynchronously deared by gate 12F, pin 8. 

To load the Error Corr-ection Code (ECC) data that follows the data segment -on the disk into the 
'FiFO or RAM, dle ZOO sets bit zero of the Diagnostic Control Register (Z80 address 602A) high. 
This signal and error Correction Code Accumulate ~ECCUM) prevent 12H from being-cleared when 
DMAEN goes faise. This aJlows DR I LFC or DF IlFC to continue to clock the ECC data into the 
RAM or FIFO. When ECCUM becomes fatse, 12H wHI clear. 

tfl the loop-back mode (data is transferred Girectty ffom the Transmit Shift Register to the Receive 
Shift Register) several adjustments to the latch dock timing are made. The FIFO is loaded with the 
data to be looped back into the RAM. Because data is goi09 out of the FIFO and back into the 
RAM simultaneously, PDf, PO R, and P LB are ail set to true in the Mode/Path Register. The Disk 
Data Control Sequencer is actuated by a STSD write. 

After the Disk Data Controi Sequencer generates SYNCWR as required by the disk protocol, the 
sync mark is generatedl-and while it is shifted througb .the transmit shift register, OMAEN is gener
ated. WDTM is generated as the last bit of the sync is shlftedout of the Transmit Register, causing 
DFOLFC to be~nerated. OfOLFC then paraHel ioads the first word of the test data into the 
Transmit Shift Register. 

After the sync mark bits have been looped back into the Receive Shift Register, the 100p back data 
path cau~es them to be ioaded into RAM. Because of the propagation delays-in the multiplexers, 
the Receive Shift Register is one clock (bit time) behind the Transmit Shift Register. To account 
for this, f~jp-nop 16F de4ays'WOTM-by oneSRC dock before OHtLFC isgenerated.ln the loop
back mode {PlB = true), data selector 11F selects the de4ayed WOTM fo(setting of flip-flop 12H 
and generating ORflFC. 

~ -

FAip-f~op 12H norm-aUy sets asynchronously when DMAEN becomes true. In the loop-back mode 
the bit settings in the Diagnostic Control prevent this by applying a low signal to pin 12 of gate 
12K. With PLB tru~ 1,2H will not reset asyoch.-ono~sfy_whenOMAENJ)ecom~_s false. ~ 

WOTM docks the data word into the RAM ~nput latch, delayed one bit time to compensate for 
the propagation de1ay. 

To terminate the foop-ba(;k operation: the l80 loads a Stop LastOata command (SPLO, write) 
into the Disk Data Sequencer and when the target comparator detects the end target OMAEN 
becomes false. The iow DMAEN provides the input at 12H's 0 pin. When WDTM is true _the word 
in the Receive Shift register is clocked into the RAM input latch. Flip-flop 12H then resets as 
WO TM becomes fafse. 

To load the ECC data following the loop-back data into RAM the processor sets the third bit of 
th,~ Diagnostic Control register to true. :This, combined -with ECCUM, keeps the 0 input of 12H 
high untiLECCUM goes false to allow the ECC data to be loaded into the RAM. 
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RAM DMA Control 

The RAM DMA Control logic regulates the flow of data to and from the Data RAM. This may be 
to or from the F I Fa, or directly from the drive. Transfers directly from the drive are controlled 
in conjunction with the Drive DMA Control logic. The control signals for the RAM are sequenced 
by an eight-bit parallel-out serial shift register (t8L). 

The data path for the transfer is selected by the three AND gates in package t9E. Pin 6 selects a 
RAM to FIFO Operation (RTFOP); pin 8 selec,ts a F~FO to RAM Operation (FTROP); pin 12 
selects a Drive to RAM Operation (RiROP): When the conditions for any of these signals are met, 
RAM Demand (RAMO) is generated at pin 8 of NO R gate t BK. This signal r€quests access to the 
Data RAM from the Grant Logic on the Control Adaptor PCBA. When this access is granted, Grant 
Memory FIFO (GTMF) becomes true. The generation of GTMF begins the operation,of the sequen- , 
cer. Because the A'imd B outputs are locped back into its se'rial input the sequencer produces a 
staggered output. 

Output C of the sequencer causes RAMACK to be generated, which causes FIFO Input Latch Hold, 
MS Byte (F' LMH) to be generated. This high/true signal disables the serial input to the sequencer 
limiting the number of pulses per output to two. 

If the transfer is from RAM to FIFO, the first RAMCK generated by the sequencer increments the 
Data RAM to set up the first word. FIFO Input Latch Clock, MS Byte (FILMC) then clocks the 
data into the MS byte of the F I Fa Input Latch. The RAM address is then incremented and FIFO 
Input Latch Clock, LS Byte (FILLC) clocks the LS byte into the FIFO Input Latch. FILF then 
becomes low/true and 'RAMD goes false. GTM F will then go false to allow the cycle to start again. 

To transfer data from the FIFO to the RAM (FTROP = true), the MS byte of the data word from 
the FJ FO wit! be available to the RAM through the Data Buffer (sheet 5) when GTMF becomes 
true. When RAMCK occurs, the RAM address will be incremented. This clock will also disable the 
MS byte butfers and enable the LS byte buffers in the Data Buffers. A second RAMCK incremen~s 
the address for the subsequent transfer of the LS byte. This clock is synchronous with RFOLF, 
which resets the FIFO Output Latch Flag, and RAMO becomes false. GTMF then goesfals~ and-
clear the sequencer. ' 

To transfer data directl,y from the drive to' the RAM, RAM Input Latch Flag (RILF) will become 
true'when the data word from the drive is ar/ailable. This causes RAMO to go true, and ~hen access 
to the RAM is grant~d (GTMF =, true), the MS byte of the word is stored in th€ RAM. The sequ,en
cer then generates RAMCK to increment the RAM and enable the LS byte of the RAM Input Latch. 
TheLS byte is then stored in RAM. A final RAMCK increments the RAM address for the next 
transfer and RAM rnput Latch Flag Cluck (R I LFC) resets the Ram Input Latch .Flag and RAMD 
goes false. GTMF will th€n become false and clear the sequencer. 

Sheet 8 

Status Read 

The Status Read registers allow the Z80 to monitor the progress of various sequencers that are not 
under its direct control. There are eight individual Status Read registers consisting of four groups of 
two data selectors. The eight three-state outputs of each group interfacedirectl'i with the 6ZDB 
bus. The outpUts are e~.abled and data' selected 'by the address decoders, on sheet fouf-_ ' 
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Option Switches 

The eight Option Switches allow the options provided by the lCOC firmware to be manually 
selected. During initialization, the Z80 reads the register and executes the microprogram accord
ingfy. 

Data Transceivers 

These two quad data transceivers int.erface the Z80 data bus on the Control Adaptor PCBA with 
the dat?t bus on the Data Adaptor PCBA. 

The direct.on of data f~ow through the transceivers is controUed by the ZOO's read term, ZRD. 
When it is high/true, the receivers are di-sab~ed and data is driven from the I N pins onto the Control 
Adaptor PC8A' 2ZDB bus. O{Jring wr;tes, ZRO is IQwffaise, disabling the transceivers' drivers (via 
inverter 22K), causing the data to be passed from the 2208 bus to the Data Adaptor PCBA's 6Z0B 
bus. 

Sheet 9 

Target Register 

This register stores the target value generated by the 280 for uSe during write operations. The target 
vcriue is_the data word associated with any of the Disk Data Control Sequencer commands (CMDLC 
= true). 

Target Comparator 

The Target Comparator compares the value in the Target Register with the product of the Disk Bit 
Referenc~ Counter's (DBRe) chunk counter. This comparator consists of two cascaded, four-bit, 
magnitude comparators (18 and 1 C). The outp.ut of th is logic is used as an event marker by the -
Disk Data Control Sequencer (DOCS). 

During tlormal read and write operations, the cOrTIparators ·ci're continuously enabled (ff ND = true). 
- When the chunk {;ount equals the target, pin six ()f 1 C becomes hjgh, generating Target Slice (TS). 

T() prevent the Target Leadi119 Edge (TLE)-signal from being generat.ed prematurely, flip-flop 5C 
does flot set and aHow TS ~-o propagate through_gate 6C until the DOCS enables its own clock 
selector (SeE = true). The flip-flop is reset by Data Command (OATCMD) at the end of the DOCS 
'Sequence. During initialization Header Stice Time ~HSTM) resets the flip-flop. 

Sample Sync Error ~SSER) is generated four bytes after the target is past. If the sync mark has not 
been detected, the Sync Error flip-flop will set (sheet 12). --

The two fHp-fiops in package 148 enable and disable the comparators during disk initialization. 
During normal read and write operations the false InitiaHze (lNIT) signal keeps First Index Detected 
(FIND) true to keep the flip-flops locked off. During an initiafization the true INIT allows Start 
Header Bit (STHB) t'O dock the flip-f!op on. 
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Status Read 

This register allows the Z80 to sample several condition bits. The two flip-flops in package 19H 
latch signals Index Detected (INDET) and Address Mark Detected (AMDET). These stay latched 
until cleared by a zao write to address 602E. The state of the Initial flip-flop (Mode/Path Register) 
and Split Memory bit can also be sampled in this register. 

Mode/Path Register 

The Mode/Path Register is used by the Z80 to set parameters and select data paths for disk drive 
operations. It consists of two four-bit programmab~e binary counters with their count enable inputs 
permanently held false. The parameter bits are latched into the register by a Z80 write to address 
6020. The data is ava-ilable at the outputs (pins 2-6) by reading address 6020. 

The counter representing the four LS bits is reset, via 14C, after an initialize track command has 
been executed. Flip-flop 13B is also cleared by this initialize operation. This flip-flop latches the 
Initialize (I NIT) bit, and is set or reset by the LS bit of the data word in a Z80 write to address 
6021. 

Sheet 10 

Disk Data Control Sequencer 

The Disk Data Control Sequencer (DOCS) allows the LCDC to make use of the low access time and 
high bit-transfer rates of Winchester technology disk drives. The DOCS produces a unique sequence 
of control signals in response to each of the commands issued by the Z80. These control signals 
enable blocks of logic in an order defined by the disk access algorithms. These control sequences 
are stored in .four PROMs. 

The Z80 controls the QOCs by writing to addresses 6018 through 601C. The actua~ command 
generated by the zao is a f~Cr-bjt number comprised of the three LS bits of the:Z80 address bus 
and the OWEN signal latched rn the Mode/Path register. If the OWEN bit is on (true) the-function 
is a write operation; ~f off,. itjs (;l re?~. 

CMLO, generated by the Z80 to load a command into the ~OCS, is generated by the Strobe Decode 
logic on sheet four. This signal selects the three LS bits of the Z80 address bus and OWEN as the 
inputs to selector 12A. Because the DDCS command signals are byte.oriented, the loading of-a 
command is synchronous wi!h the drive related _Byte M9.rker Clock (BMCK). 

To accomplish this synchronization, flip-flop 11 C is in its initial state when a command is loaded 
into the DDCS. This generates a faJse Command Sync (CSYN) signal at pin eight. This signal is 
ANDed with CMDLO (Strobe Decode logic, sheet 4) to generate ZWAIT and lCMDLD. The true 
ZWAITcauses the Z80 to cease processing. The lCMOLO presets flip~flop 12C, causing a high to 
be applied to pin 12 of flip-flop l1C. When BMCK clocks 11C, CSYN goes true. A true CYSN 
causes both 1CMDLD and ZWAIT to become false. The rising of 1CMDLD clocks the DOCS com
mand into latch 11 A. The Z80 resumes processing when ZWAI T goes false. 
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The output of 11 A provides the four LS address bits for the Sequence AOM (lOA) and Chunk 
ROM (9A). 11 A a1so provides bits six through nine of the Byte ROM (5A and 6A) address. The 
MS address bit for all ROMs is stored in flip-flop 11C and is set to zero when a command is loaded. 
The Byte ROMs also use the output of the byte counter in the Disk Bit Reference Counter (DBRC) 
to refef"ence t:h~ir output to the byte number of the current chunk. 

When CSYN goes true it clears 12C at pin one, and through OR gates 110 and 13C~ presets the 
other haH 'Of 12C to generate a fa~se Setect Cfock Enable (SCE). SeE faise disables clock selector 
6C, which is used to select the event marker for the DOCS. On the next BMCK the CSYN flip-flop 
is reset. This resets 12C, aHowing SeE to go t1"ue when OBRC2 becomes true. DBRC2 becomes 
trtie four bits i11to every byte. SCE a:so enab4es selector BC. 

The four LS bits of the Sequence ROM are Jooped back through data selector 12A (CMD LO = 
fa~se) 'to the inputs of latch 11 A. The fifth out.put bit is looped back to fl ip-'flop 11 C. When the 
event marker selected by 8C becomes true, these five bits from the ROM are latched to form the 
addn~ss for the DOCS. 

The event marker causes one of the Hip-flops ifl 12C to set {pin five high), turning off the other 
ftip-f4op in 12C at pin 10. This disab~es selectOf" 8C. With pin five of 12C high, the CSYN flip-flop 
sets on the next BMCK, forcing 12C off. This aHows the CSYN fHp-flop to reset on the next BMCK. 
This aHows the SeE fOp-flop to set when DSRC2 occurs. This enables the event marker selector 
(8C) and readies the DOCS for the next sequence. Because it contro~s the select inputs of BC, the 
DOCS def~nes the next event marker. 

The c'Ommand signafs generated during a <control sequence are tatched in octal flip-flops 7A and 
BA, synchronous with Byte Marker Clock (BMCK). 

The three control signals generated by the Sequence ROM are latched in quad flip-flop 11 B. These 
sKjnafs: Command load Bit (ClB), Start Header 8it (STHB), and Start Command Bit (STCS) 
are used to initiaHze certain b.ocks of logic at the start of a DOCS sequence. Because they are 
inputs to dock, preset, or clear pins of flip-flops they m.ust be terminated as the sequence begins. 
This termination is done by blip-flop 5C cJearif1g latch 11'-8 one byte after Data Command' 
(OATCMD) becomes true. DATCMD is. generated by,·the 'DOCS to indicate that the control signals 
are vafid. ' 

The fljp~flop preset by ClB (13S'on sheet 10) generates Sector Command (SECCMD). This ihd'i
cates a DOCS command sequence is in progress. SECCMD is reset at the end of a data command 
sequence by Command End (CEND) and at the end of a header initialize by Initialize Done (INON). 

When enab~ed by Split Data Command (SOCM), flip-f~op 80 generates Split Memory (SPLTM) to 
keep Write Enable (WREN) high when a spHt data operation is required during a write. This alsQ 
keeps the ECC generator from 'clearing when reading or writing is resumed after a split. Flip-flop 
80 is deared by Sync Operation (SYNCOP), indicating the Start Sector Data command has been 
issued t-O restart data after a spl it. ' 
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· Sheet 11 

Disk Receivers 

The Disk Receiver logic is 16 line receivers in eight packages. The 16 receivers are divided into four 
groups, one for each of the drives that can be connected to the LCDC. Each group receives data, 
clocks, and status information from its drive. Each receiver monitors the twisted pair of wires of 
one bus line. The twisted pair allows relatively noise-free operation. 

Disk Receiver Multiplexer 

These multiplexers (15H and 1.60) select between the four groups of drive receivers. The selected 
drive is determined by the two Device Select (DEVSO and DEV-S1) signals. 

Disk Transmitters 

This logic is eight I ine drivers contained in four packages. These eight drivers are divided into four 
groups, one for each of the drives that can be connected to the LCDC. The only two signals pro
vided to the drives are Write Clock and Write Data. Each driver drives the twisted pair of one bus 
line. The twisted pair allows relatively noise-free operation. 

Transmitter Multiplexer 

This multiplexer selects between the four groups of Disk Transmitters. The selected drive is deter
mined by the two Device Select (DEVSO and DEVS1) signals. 

Crystal Clock 

The Crystal Ctoc-k is' a 20 IVIHz osciilator.anci two tHp-fiops. The flip-flops divide the output of the 
oscillator to proviae 10 MHz and 5 MHz clocks .. 

Sheet 12 

Data In Multiplexer and Clock Multiplexer 
~ '-. . ....... 

The -Data I n Multiplexer selects either receive data from -the disk drive or transmit data from the 
transmit shift register for loop back testing. The selector is controlled by two NOR gates in package 
15E. If pin 4 and pin J 0 are both tow, data is selected from the transmit shift register. If pin 4 is 
low and pin 10 high, the selection is grounded for use during error correction. If pin 4 is high and 
pin 10 low, receive data from the disk drive is selected. I f both pins are high, data is selected from 
the transmit shift register. 
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Th~ C40ck MuHiplexer selects which of four clocks wil1 be used for the Shift Register Clock (SRC). 
B~cause this mu1tiptexer has the same select inputs as the Data In Muhipfexer, the docks are di
recdy associated with the data inputs. The exception is Servo Clock (SCLK) which {S used to syn
chronize transmit data. During transmit operations data rout-ed through the Data In Multiplexer 
to the Receive Shift Register is ignored. 

ECC Data Muitiplex,er 

The ECC Data MuJtiptex€r is two four-to-one data muHipiexers with common select inputs located 
in package 16E. On€ (output pin 7) selects from three sources of serialized data for transmission 
to the driv-e or ,for loop-back testing. The other (output pin 9) selects data for the Error Correction 
Code ~ogic. 

The seiection is controHed by two NOR gates in package 15E. If pin 1 is low and pin 13 is high, 
data from the transmit shift register is se~ected for loop-back testing. I f pin 1 and pin 13 are both 
~ow, both outputs of the multiplexers are grounded for use during errorcorrectton. If pin 1 is high 
and pin 13 low, the serial product of the ECC generation logic is looped baCk into the generator 
and transmitted to disk simultaneously during an ECC write. If both pins are high, serial data from 
the transmit shift register is sent to the drive and the ECC ~ogic. 

Sync Generator 

This generator produces the sync mark to synchronize r.ead operations. The mark, a FF 19, is 
written bef<Jre header and data fields. This generator is an eight-bit shift register with both serial 
and paraHel inputs. I t is connected serially with the Transmit Shift Register. 

During writes, the Sync Write (SYNCWR) signal is generated for a .period equal to one byte of disk 
data, four bytes before th.e real data starts. The ~ow/true SYNCWR signal, via -negative OR gate 5F, 
shifts eigHt.ones (FF) into the LS byte of the transmit shift register (5H). This signal also parallel 
ioads the second byte of the sync mark (19) into Sf. At the end of the byte, SYNCWR goes false, 
and ~giris shifting data out of 6F.After 16 shift docks from when SYNCWR nri.ginaUy went true,
the entire sync mark will be present in the transmit shift register. 'The two byte lapse between the 
sync mark and start of data allows the mark to shifted out of the transmh register before- the first 
data word is paratiel loaded into the transmit register. - . 

Sync Detect 

This iogk is several NAND _and AND gates arranged to detect the hex value FF 19 at the output 
of the Receive Shift Register. 

If Sync Search (SSRCH) or-Force Search (FSRCH) is true, pin 9 of NAND gate 1 F becomes Jow, 
synchronous with SRC, when the sync mark appears at the output of the receive shift register. 
This low (Sync Detect, SYNCO) presents flfp-flop 80 via NOR gate 1 E. 80 generates Sync Found 
(SYNCFD) until cleared by a Start Command Bit (STCB) or a Drive Command Abort (DCA). 
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The signal Strobe Sync Error (SSE R) is generated by the Target Comparator logic (sheet 9) as the 
drive head passes out of the target area. If the sync mark has not been detected (SYNGFD = false), 
fJ ip·flop 10 0 sets and Sync Error (SYNGE R) will be generated. 

Transmit Shift Register 

This register is two eight-bit serial shift registers, with both serial and parallel inputs, connect 
seriaHy to allow 16-bit words to be loaded paraHefy and shifted out serially. 

The signal Drive/FIFO Output Latch Flag Clock (DFOLFC) is used to load the shift registers. When 
there is a valid data word in the output latch of the FIFO, and the proper data path is enabled, 
DFOLFC will become true synchronous with Word Time (WDTM) and remain true for one bit-time 
(SRC p'eriodr. When DFOLFC is true the data word is loaded into the register by the rising edge of 
SRC. This process is repeated every WDTM until the transfer is completed. 

Receive Shift Register 

The Receive Shift Register is two eight-bit paraHel output serial shift registers connected in series 
to allow for a 16-bit data word. This data word from the drive is sampled under control of the 
Drive DMA Control logic on sheet seven. 

Shift Buffer 

This buffer resynchronizes the data before it is transmitted to the drive. This is required because of 
propagation delays caused by routing the transmit data through selector 16E. 

Sheet 13 

Error Correcting Code Generator 

The Error Correcting Code Generator detects and .corrects data errors caused by small, marginally 
defective areas on the disk media, " 

The gene;ator is 'a 32-bit shift register divided into {ive smaller shift registers. The first register has 
nine bits, the second two, the third ten, the fourth nine, and the fifth two. There are EXECLUSIVE 
OR gates.between each of the sections to combine the output of the upstream section with the data 
bit current(y being input. The final output, ECC Data Out (ECCDT), is looped back and EXC LU
SIVE ORed with the input, EGC Data In (ECCDI). 

The outputs of each stage of the first three registers are ANDed to produce Zero Found (ZF). 
ZF will be true if there are no ones in any of the stages. The outputs of all 32 stages are AN Ded 
to produc~ Zero Pattern (ZP). A true ZP indicates there are no ones in any stage of the generator. 
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During write operations the data generated by the Transmit Shift Register is input into the ECC as 
it ~s transfened to disk. At the end of the transfer there will be a unique 32-bit pattern remaining 
in the ECC re,gtster. This code is written onto the disk immediately after the data it represents. 

When data is read from the disk the data received by the Receive Shift Register is shifted into the 
ECC generator. At the end of the data field there will be a 32-bit code left in the generator. If there 
were no errors during the read, the code will be identica1 to the code generated when the data was 
written. The two codes are EXCLUSIVEL Y ORed, and if they are identical ZP will be true, if not, 
ZP goes false and error correction procedures are started. 

Sheet 14 

Disk Bit Reference Counter 

The D.isk 8it Reference Counter (DB RC) keeps track of the position of the drive head relative to 
the disk media. The DBRC uses the Shift Register Ciock (SRC) to count bits, bytes, and chunks. 

The counter is five programmable, four-bit binary counters. The first counter, 3C, counts eight 
SRCs (bits) before it overflows and reinitializes via NOR gate 20. With each overflow, the byte 
counter (2A and 3A) is incremented by one. Only the LS bit of 3A is used. When the byte counter 
overflows, the chunk counter (28 and 2C) is incremented. AH eight of the chunk counter outputs 
are used to aHow a maximum chunk count of 256. 

The DaRC generates several markers: Byte Marker Clock (BMCK), during'the last bit of every byte; 
Word Time (WDTM), every 16-bits; and Slice Marker Time ~SMTM), every 32 bytes. The BDRC 
a~so counts bits during ECC operations. 

The f1ip-f4ops ~n 50 aHow the DBRC to be single stepped as a diagnostic operation. 

Selector 4A chooses the Address Mark Detect (AMOET) or Index Mark Detected (INDET) to 
reif1iti~fiz-e the DaRC. fNDET i,s used during initial formatting, and AMDET is used during normal 
data operations. The f4ip-flops in 4D generate the resync pulse and the gate logic defines whether 
the bit.and byte counters, the chunk counter, or both are reinitialized. " 

5.20.3' LARGE CAPACITY DISK CONTROLLER GLOSSARY 

The foHowi09 glossary defines all of the signals contained on the LCOC logic diagram. In the peBA 
cofumn 'c' indicates the Control Adaptor PCBA and~ '0' indic~~es the Data A,daptor PCBA. _ 

SIGNAL PeBA SHEET OF ORiGIN DEFINITION 

A 10/CS C 5 Address 10/Chip Select 

ACLK C 3 - Alternate Clock 

ADOO-15 -C 7 Address Bus 

ADX1,2,3 C 9 Address Extension Bits 

AMDET C '6- -Address Mark Detect 
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SIGNAL PCBA SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINITION 

AMEN 0 10 Address Mark Enable 

ASRCH D 14 Address Mark Search 

BCLK C 3 Bus Clock 

BHlD C 3 Bus Hold 

BMCK 0 14 Byte Marker Clock 

BRQ2 C 8 Bus Request 

SST C 7 Boot Strap 

BUSOO-09 C 6 Disk Bus 

BUSY C 3 Busy 

CAS C 12 Controller Address Select 

CEND D 10 Command End 

ClS D 10 Command load Bit 

ClK10 D 11 10 MHz. Clock 

ClK16 C 12 16 MHz. Clock 

ClK5 D 11 5 MHz. Clock 

CLKSlO-2 D 10 Clock,Select 

' , 

CMDlD D 4 Comman,d load 

CSEN D 7 Clock Selector Enable 

CSYN D 10 Command Synchronize 

CTC C 5 Counter/Timer Circuit 

000-15 C 8 UBUS Data 

DATCMD D 10 Data Command 

DBRCOO-15 D 14 Disk Bit Reference Counter Bus 

DCA D 10 Drive Command Abort 

, DEHR G 3 Data I: rror_ 

DEVSO-l C 6- Device Select 
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SIGNAL PCBA SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINITION 

DEVSE C 6 Device Sel ect Tag 

DEVSLD D 2 Device Selected 

DFILFC D 7 Drive FfFO Input Latch Flag 
Clock 

DFOlEC 0 7 Drive FIFO Output Error Latch 
Clock 

OFOLfC 0 7 Drive f4 FO Output Latch Flag 
Clock 

DMAEN D 10 DMA Enable 

DREQ D 7 DMA Request 

DRILFC 0 7 Drive RAM Input Latch Flag 
Clock 

DRSLS D 11 Drive Selected 

DAUN C 9 DMA Run 

DTROP 0 7 Drive To RAM Operation 

OWEN 0 9 DriV€ Write Enable 

EC.CDI 0 12 ECC Data Input 

ECCDO 0 13 eCC Data Output < 

EGCLR 0 10 ' ECC<Clear 
';". -; ~ ~ < < 

ECCORf D 14 ECC Correct function 
~ 

ECCOR 0 14 ECC Correction Shift 

ECCUM 0 10 ECC Cummulate 

ECCWR 0 10 ECC Write 

ECFRS D 12 ECC Function Reset 

ENUDH C 10 Enable USUS Data High Byte 

ENUDL C 10 Enable USUS Data Low Byte 

ERRS " C g- , Error Reset 

FDSOO-15 0 6 FIFO Data Bus 
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SIGNAL ~ SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINITION 

FF10W C 7 FF10Write 

FF11W C 7 FF11 Write 

FF12W C 7 FF 12 Write 

FF13W C 7 FF13 Write 

FILE 0 6 FIFO Input Latch Error 

FfLF 0 6 FIFO {oput Latch Flag 

FILLC 0 7 FIFO I nput Latch Clock, 
MS Byte 

FILMC 0 7 FIFO Input Latch Clock, 
LS Byte 

FILMH 0 5 FIFO Input Latch Hold 

FIND 0 9 First Index Detected 

FIR O· 6 FIFO Input Ready 

FOLE 0 6 FIFO Output Latch Error 

FOLF 0 6 FIFO Output Latch Flag 

FOR '0 6 FIFO Output Ready 

FOUTE C 5 Force Out En'able 

FSRCH 0 7 Force Sync Search ' 

FTROP 0 7 .. FIFO To RAM Opera1:ion 

FWR 0 7 FIFO Write 

GIN2 C 3 Grant In 2 

GOT2· C 8 -- Grant Out 2 

GTMF C 11 Grant Memory FIFO 

GTMZ C 11 Grant Memory Z80 

GTU C 7 Grant Bus 

GTZ t 7 
.. -

Grant Z80 

HLO-3 C 12 Header Lock 
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SIGNAL PCBA SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINIT10N 

HSRE 0 10 Header S1ice Reset Enab~e 

HSTM 0 14 Header Slice Time 

INDET C 6 t ndex Detected 

1NON 0 9 Initialize Track Done 

INIT D 9 Initialize Mode 

INRD C 10 I nterrupt Level D 

MABO-9 C 11 Memory Address Bus 

MACK C 7 Memory Acknowledge 

MASTER C 8 Master 

MCYC C 8 Memory Cyde 

MDBO-7 D 5 Memory Data Bus 

MPRT C 12 Master Protect 

MWRT C 8 Memory Write 

ONCYL C 3 On Cylinder 

OUTE C 7 Out Enable 

PADO-4 D 10 P ROM Address 

PDF· 0 9 Path Drive To FIFO 

PDFRD 0 
.~ 

7 Path Drive, FifO- Read 

'POR D 9 Path Drive To RAM 

PL8 0 9 Path Loop Back 

PPGO-7 C 5 PROM Page 

PRF D 9 Path RAM To FIFO 

PRPG8-11 C 5 PROM or RAM Page 

PSH C 6 Power Sequence Hold 

PSP C 6 Power Sequence Pick 
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SIGNAL PCBA SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINITION 

PT 0 9 Past Target 

PTRE C 5 PROM Transceiver Enable 

RAMCK 0 7 RAM Clock 

RAMO 0 7 RAM Demand 

RAMW C 11 RAM Write 

RAMZ C 5 RAM zao 

RCEN 0 10 Read Clock Enable 

RCLK 0 2 Receive Clock 

R 06000-600 F C 5 Read 6000-600F 

R 06020-6020 0 4 Read 6020-6020 

ROAT 0 2 Receive Data 

ROBOO-15 0 12 Receive Data Bus 

ROEN 0 10 Read Enable 

REGOC C 5 Register Decode 

RFOLFC 0 7 RAM FIFO 'Output Latch 
Flag Clock 

RILF 0 5, RAM Input Latch ,Flag 

RfLFC 0 7 RAM Input Latch Flag Clock 

RPGO-3 C 11 RAM Page 

RS~ C 12 Reset 

RSYNCA 0 14 Resync A 

RTFOP 0 7 RAM To FIFO Operation 

RUN C 12 Run 

RWEN 0 9 RAM Write Enable 

.SACf: 0 10 Slice Advance Clock Enable 

SCLK 0 10 Servo Clock 
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SIGNAL 

SCTL 

SCYL 

SDCM 

SECCMD 

,SEER 

SHD 

SKCKL 

SKPC 

SLRD 

SMTM 

SPLTM 

SRC 

SSER 

SSRCH 

STC8 

STHB 

·SYNCD 

SYNCER 

SYNCFD 

SYNCOP 

SYNCWR 

TEl 

TLE 

TS 

UABOO-15 .... 

U8ERR 

PCBA 

C 

C 

o 

o 

C 

C 

D 

C 

C 

D 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

c· 

C 

SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINITION 

6 Set Control 

6 Set Cylinder 

10 Split Data Chain Memory 

10 Sector Command Active 

3 Seek Error 

6 Set Head 

7 Skip Clock 

9 Skip Control 

7 Slave Read 

14 Slice Marker Time 

10 Split IMemory 

12 Shift Register Clock 

9 Sample Sync Error 

10 Sync Search 

10· Start Command Bit 

10 Start Header Command Bit 
~ . 

12 Sync Pattern Detected 

12 Sync Error 

12 Sync Found 

10 Sync Operation ... 

10 Sync Write 

9 Target End Interrupt 

9 Target Leading Edge 

9 Target Splice 

7 . Unive,rsal.Add(E:ss Bus 

9 USUS Error 
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SIGNAL PCBA ~.SHEET OF ORIGIN DEFINITION 

UBTO C 8 UBUS Timeout 

UDBOO-15 C 8 Universal Data Bus 

UFILFC D 7 UBUS To FIFO Input Latch 
Flag Clock 

UFOLFC D 7 USUS From FIFO Output 
Latch Flag Clock 

UNS C 3 Unsafe 

URDY C 3 Unit Ready 

WCLK 0 11 Write Clock 

WOAT D 12 Write Data 

WDAT 0 11 Write Data 

WDCK 0 7 Word Clock 

WOTM D 14 Word Time 

WPROT C 3 Write Protected 

W R600 1-600 F C 5 Write 6001-600F 

WR6020-602F D 4 Write 6020-602F 

WRCYL C 9 Write Cyde 

WREN 0 10 Write Enable 

XCE~ D -9 ' XT AL Clock Enable 

ZABO-15 C 4 Z80 Address Bus 

ZCLK C 12 Z80 Clock 

ZOBO-7 C 4 Z80 Data Bus ~ 

ZF D 13 Zero Found 

ZINT C 4 Z80 Interrupt 

ZIOREQ C 4 Z80 I/O Request 

ZMERO --~-- C 4 Z80 ~Memory Request 

ZP 0 13 Zero Pattern 
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SIGNAL 

ZRD 

ZUBRF 

ZWAIT 

ZWR 

peBA 

e 

e 

D 

e 

SHEET OF ORIGIN 

4 

5 

4 

4 

5.20-33 

DEFfNITION 

Z80 Read 

Z80 UBUS Register Request 

Z80 Wait 

zao Write 
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